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E
ffective and cost-efficient delivery of government services is something that should be

expected at all times. It becomes even more paramount in trying financial times that are

posing formidable challenges for local government entities.

Do local governments have the tools in place to overcome those challenges? Not likely,

when the basis for local government structure comes from the 1851 state constitution. Can any

business, association or organization operate successfully on a formula established more than

150 years ago?

A 1999 study titled COMPETE (Coalition on Monitoring Public Efficiency and Tax Expenditures)

delivered a set of recommendations to improve the effectiveness of local government. A follow-up

report titled the Indiana Project for Efficient Local Government was initiated

in 2003 by the Indiana Chamber Foundation and released in February

2004. Research and technical assistance for both reports was provided

by Crowe Chizek.

Key principles 
• Local government structure should reflect clear lines of accountability

• Where practical, those who benefit from public services provided

should bear the cost of those services

• Neighboring units of government should work with one another to

achieve economies of scale

• Fiscal responsibility in local government should be encouraged and

rewarded

• Elected offices requiring specific skills should be held by individuals

possessing the training and qualifications necessary to carry out the

functions of those offices

The follow-up study reviewed each of the more than 30 recommendations

in the original report. Those recommendations carry varying degrees of

potential financial savings. All, however, apply to the overriding concepts

and would help establish a government structure that eliminates

duplication, moves quicker, adapts to changing priorities and serves its

citizens in the most efficient manner.

On the financial side of the equation, significant cost savings were identified:

By Tom Schuman

Local Government Efficiency
Study Shows That It’s Time for Change

Estimated Efficiency Savings

RReeccoommmmeennddaattiioonn MMiinniimmuumm MMaaxxiimmuumm

Centralization of poor relief $26,056,656

Department of Finance and Administrative Services* $14,124,677 $45,133,892

Department of Highways and Infrastructure $12,777,046 $17,473,136

General fund of townships largely incorporated $13,985,145

Multi-county correctional facilities $5,400,000 $10,522,500

Joint purchasing $4,241,743 $7,635,137

Integrating municipal health departments $1,046,711

Selected second-class cities’ city clerks $557,276
TTOOTTAALL $$6644,,220044,,110099  ttoo  $$112222,,441100,,445533

*Includes centralization of property assessment

A number of the county

courthouses throughout

Indiana are historical

buildings. Unfortunately,

the structure of local

government is also 

historical with few

changes since 1851.
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The actual savings could be even

higher as some estimates were confined to

counties in which the greatest impact

would be realized, and certain operational

and capital expenditures (which would

vary by location) were not included as part

of the calculations.

“This is not strictly a financial equation,”

Indiana Chamber President Kevin Brinegar

asserts. “Yes, the potential savings are

significant for local governments struggling

to make ends meet. But the bigger picture

involves providing the flexibility for those

governmental units to adopt the structure

that allows them to operate at optimum

efficiency.”

Local solutions
Why does the subject of local government

structure require legislative and local

debate? Consider the facts:

• Indiana has the highest number of separately

elected county officials in the entire

country – clerk, auditor, treasurer,

recorder, sheriff, coroner, surveyor,

assessor and prosecutor

• Appropriations for local government

(counties, municipalities and townships)

operations increased 23% (to $4.24 billion)

between 1997 and 2002

• For every $1 in poor relief assistance at the

township level in 2002, approximately

90 cents was appropriated for administrative

costs

• Indiana’s minimum of 1,100 assessors

(1,008 at the township level and 92 for

counties) makes it extremely difficult to

develop the consistency that is critical

for successful real property assessment

Local government entities, particularly

in the Fort Wayne and Evansville areas,

have been examining many of the same

questions addressed by the Indiana Project

for Efficient Local Government. Seven

bills were introduced in the 2004 Indiana

General Assembly session dealing with

related topics.

The discussions need to continue. State-mandated solutions are not the answer. State-enabling

legislation, to allow local communities to decide how to most effectively and efficiently provide

service to their constituents, is a critical step. The one-size-fits-all approach of 1851 does not

work today. Government must evolve to continue to meet the growing demand for services.

Chamber Foundation 
Delivers Insightful Research

A
crucial component of change involves having the highest quality information

available. Providing the facts, figures and analysis essential to meaningful

discussion and debate for more than 20 years has been the Indiana Chamber

Foundation.

A well-documented series of foundation-sponsored studies between 1995-2000

led to the formation of Economic Vision 2010, the Chamber long-range economic

development plan for the state’s future. For the last four years, the annual Economic

Vision 2010 Report Card has evaluated

the progress toward achieving that

vision. 

Mark Lawrance, Chamber vice

president of corporate development,

emphasizes that the Report Card

has been the subject of continual

improvements. Meeting with outside stakeholders provide valuable feedback that

is incorporated into subsequent evaluation measures and benchmarks.

In addition to the just-completed Indiana Project for Efficient Local Government,

work is under way on a workforce literacy study. As in all foundation-initiated

projects, a broad-based project team has been assembled. The Chamber partners

with leading state (and national, when appropriate) associations and organizations

to deliver the highest quality research products.

Phase 1 of the workforce literacy project includes an inventory of current adult

literacy programs and research on best practices in other states. A primary goal is

to improve business community participation in identification and delivery of

adult literacy services.

Upcoming studies include the future of manufacturing, Indiana’s tax climate

compared to other states and a health care examination focusing on the ability of

business to afford the current delivery system.

Foundation activities are directed by a statewide board of directors that includes:

John Barnes, chair; Marilyn Moran-Townsend, vice chair; Kevin Brinegar, president;

Jim Cunning, treasurer; Lawrance, secretary; and board members Jesse Brand,

Jerry Semler, Robert Koch II, Lee Marchant and Maclyn Parker. 

Contributors to the foundation in 2003 were: 1st Source Bank Foundation,

American Electric Power, Cinergy Foundation, City Securities, Coachmen Industries,

Evansville Regional Business Committee, Gannett Foundation, Vectren Foundation,

Waterfield Foundation, Barbary Henry, James McKinney, Bestway Express, Denison

Parking, John Barnes, Robert Bowen, Jim Heyde, Kevin Brinegar, Miriam Frankovitz

and Mark Lawrance.

A not-for-profit corporation, gifts to the foundation are tax deductible as provided

by law.

Resource: Mark Lawrance at (317) 264-6893 or 

e-mail: mlawrance@indianachamber.com

Indiana

Chamber

Foundation

I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resource: Visit www.indianachamber.com to access the executive summary and full study


